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If algorithms dream of Customs, do customs
officials dream of algorithms? A manifesto for
data mobilisation in Customs
Kunio Mikuriya and Thomas Cantens

Abstract
Governance by data is a growing global trend, supported by strong national public
policies whose foundation is open data, artificial intelligence and decision-making
supported by algorithms. Despite this trend and some technical advances, Customs
face obstacles in deploying ambitious data use policies. This article describes these
challenges through recent experience in some Customs administrations and considers
the technical and ethical issues specific to all law enforcement agencies in the context
of customs missions, to open paths for research and propose policy recommendations
for a better use of customs data.1

1. Background
Big Data technologies—however we name them, ‘algorithms’, ‘artificial intelligence’ (AI), ‘machine
learning’ (ML)2—are more than simple ‘tools’. They are a daily gesture, to travel, choose, exchange, but
also police, control or punish.3 Machines no longer help us to manufacture but to choose, in the sense
of deciding, predicting or anticipating. As a counterpart of the ease with which machines can make
choices with more celerity and accuracy than we do, there exists a worry that something is slipping
out of our hands. Technologies seem to dictate our conduct to us, they evaluate our choices and guide
us by calculations with results being imposed on us as mathematical evidence, and whereby proof is
increasingly distant and obscure to non-specialists, therefore less and less disputable.
Technologies tend more and more towards the empowerment of the machine. What do algorithms dream
of? With this provocative question, Denis Cardon (2015), a sociologist, refers to a double metaphor: the
limitless extension of the presence of machines in our lives, but also the ambiguous relationship that we
maintain with these machines that we would like to always perform better but which threaten to surpass
us. Cathy O’Neil (2016), a mathematician, speaks of ‘weapons of Math destruction’ to denounce that
algorithms are affected by numerous biases that accelerate and amplify social inequalities.
The power of states and their bureaucracies that make an increasing use of data and algorithms is added to
that of the machines. Governance by data logically reinforces governance by numbers (Supiot, 2015)—
the ‘quantophrenia’ of the state (de Gaulejac, 1990)—since the 1970s. Combined with AI, this governance
raises concerns and criticisms, mainly about the emergence of a state of generalised surveillance. While
these concerns are legitimate, they nevertheless demonstrate a limited vision of interactions between the
state and society.
Tax administration and trade governance are still little explored areas of data science research. However,
Customs were pioneers in IT, all over the world, from the 1970s for a few rich countries and the 1980s for
the so-called developing countries. Today, despite technological disparities, all customs administrations
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have automated some if not all of their procedures.4 Customs administrations are often the first to be
computerised among all tax administrations due to the fact that border processing is largely standardised
worldwide. Customs collects data everywhere in a massive way. In addition to data, the computational
culture is well established in Customs. For more than 20 years, most customs administrations have
incorporated the concept of risk analysis either as a process in their IT systems or as a necessity to do so.
Most of the research on the use of customs data has been technical. Customs targeting and, more broadly,
the fight against fraud have become classic problems for engineers, econometricians, statisticians and
data scientists through their use of clustering, classification algorithms, econometric techniques, mirror
analysis, and the search for outliers (Cantens, 2015; Cariole et al., 2019; Chermiti, 2019; Choi, 2019;
Grigoriou, 2019; Hua et al., 2006; Laporte, 2011; Xiao et al., 2016; Yaquin & Yuming, 2010; Zhou,
2019). The use of data to reform or fight against bad practices, without necessarily mobilising complex
algorithms, has also shown its effectiveness (Cantens et al., 2010; Chalendard et al., 2019; Grigoriou
et al., 2019; Kalinzije, 2018). Researchers have quickly established links between customs issues and
areas where AI is already very advanced, such as image recognition, applied to non-intrusive scanning
inspections (Jaccard et al., 2017; Kolokytha et al., 2017). The World Customs Organization (WCO)
BACUDA platform (BAnd of CUstoms Data Analysts) has developed a series of studies on the use of
ML for Customs fraud detection, online price data collection, ML for customs revenue prediction, and
data visualisation.5 Finally, new possibilities are opening up with the customs use of geolocated data.
Examples drawn from the use of data science in tax administrations may also inspire customs officials:
the detection of fraud schemes based on fiscal measures through the use of biological models of coevolution (Hemberg et al., 2016), or the combination of ML and analysis networks for the selection of
controls.6
This article analyses the spread of governance-by-data within Customs. It builds on these technical
advances and multiple experiences, including a seminar on reform by numbers organised by the WCO
and the World Bank in 2012, two expert workshops on data analysis in 2019, three high-level seminars
organised by the WCO in different regions (Asia–Pacific, Europe and the Middle East and North Africa)
in 2018 and 2019, a workshop on geospatial data organised at the WCO secretariat in 2019, various
missions and visits to customs administrations, and a survey launched in 2019 with responses obtained
from 60 customs administrations.
The first section examines how a new type of governance, a governance-by-data, is emerging, spurred by
an increasing number of states. Most customs administrations have not yet integrated this evolution. The
second section examines technical challenges that may explain this situation and suggests ways to tackle
these challenges in the customs environment. The last section is focused on the role of Customs, that
is at the interface of the economic and the repressive state, in the new relations of governance between
states, businesses and citizens. It also explores policy conditions, under which Customs will adapt itself
to this changing environment.
Two preliminary observations are necessary. First, these technologies are not reserved for a select few
rich countries. In 2018, a World Bank symposium on the role of Big Data in achieving the Millennium
Development Goals illustrated the diversity of data usage by governments.7 More generally, data
technologies usually leapfrog in less rich countries: they adopt the latest technologies, according to their
needs, without following the linear pace of technology adoption in rich countries.
Second, data is associated with mining metaphors. It would be the ‘new oil’ (Humby, 2006) or the object
of a new ‘gold rush’. These metaphors are even a part of the technical language, since we speak of ‘data
mining’. They convey a reality: data, like crude oil or gold, has value only after treatments and for a
multitude of usages. It is also true that data raised the same economic craze as oil and gold centuries
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before. However, the mining metaphor is misleading: data is not scarce. If it is an economic resource,
then it is the most widespread resource in the world, and the most egalitarian one since everyone produces
and owns data (even if this property is often transferred to others).
These two points are essential for the global customs community: there are no rich and poor countries
when it comes to data; there is no government or administration that could not embark on an ambitious
policy to use data; there is no customs administration that would not have data, ‘big’ or not, to the extent
of its needs.

2. Governance-by-data
Numbers with nearly exponential growth regularly account for the influence of technologies in
contemporary societies. Computer science is populated with laws8 and estimates that show a steady
increase in the capacities of machines and the production of data.9 The AI 2019 report (Crawford et al.,
2019) estimates the performance of machines according to standard tests, and the machines’ progress
is rapid: more precision (90% image recognition in 2019 compared to 60% in 2016) and more celerity
(training of algorithms in 88s against 3h) (Crawford et al., 2019, from p. 48). This quantitative growth
of data and machine capabilities reflects a deeper change, the emergence of governance-by-data (ElkinKoren & Gal, 2019).

2.1. The emergence
The transition from governance by numbers to governance by data (and numbers) is made possible due
to the fulfillment of four conditions.
The first condition is ‘the emergence of probability’ (Hacking, 1975) in the 17th century, a shift from
deterministic thinking to probabilistic thinking, in science and governance. This epistemological change
means that, in matters of governance, decisions are taken based on their probable quantifiable effects.
The quantification of uncertainty is a major feature of contemporary thought and governance.
The second condition is the technological evolution of AI itself and the development of datacentric
methods. In the 1950s, the ‘smart’ machine was centered on rules, designed to operate in complete
information environments. A chess game has no unknown rules, all the information about the game can
be supplied to the machine. It is only since the 1970s that AI has been applied to the real-world situations
where knowledge of the rules is imperfect (Piscoppo & Birattari, 2008). For example, it is impossible
to provide the machine with all the rules for recognising the subject of an image. A new step, more
recently, confronts the machine with an actor who hides his action: this is the case of fraud detection.
The environment is not only incomplete, it contains information purposefully hidden in data. This latest
development is fuelling governance control and surveillance functions.
The third condition is the availability of data. By leaving the chess game and its rules, and by tackling
fraud (for instance), the machine leaves the symbolic environments for real environments. This transition
requires the provision of data in all areas (Brooks, 1991). As such, we should speak of a Big Use of data,
rather than Big Data, to mean that the raw material of intelligence (artificial or not) is the data and no
longer the rules.
The will to legitimise governance by reason, and reason by calculation, has therefore been combined with
the scientific possibility of quantifying—and mastering—uncertainty, and with the fact that uncertainty
is more reduced when there is more data available. The whole scheme works on the last condition
that a machine is capable of carrying out calculations whose magnitude exceeds human capacities.
This is the fourth and final condition: computer science, development of graphics processing units
for calculation, decrease of data storage costs, cloud computing and cluster techniques have enabled
researchers, businesses and administrations to mobilise significant computing and storage resources at
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affordable cost.
Data governance is based on decision-making with uncertainty. It is not intended to ensure that something
is true or not, but to classify solutions according to the degree of uncertainty of their effects. This principle
is well known to customs officials who are obliged to choose a container or a shipment from among
thousands. The principle is also at work in trade governance. Through international rankings on the ease
of crossing borders, the logistical capacities of countries, borders are increasingly ‘mathematised’ in the
sense of becoming data and calculation objects (Cantens, 2018).

2.2. Recent national AI and data strategies
Many states have adopted national AI and data strategies. Governments have set up more or less centralised
open data10 services, as in the United States,11 France12 and South Korea.13 In 2011, the ‘partnership for
open government’ was created as a multilateral entity bringing together 79 member states as of today
(Open Government Partnership, 2019). The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development
(OECD, n.d.) has developed the OURdata index (Openness, Usefulness and Re-usability), measuring
the quantity of open data made available by states, its usefulness and ability to be used by third parties.
In addition, states build directories of free software intended to constitute a common base for all their
institutions.14
Regarding AI, since the 1950s, the relationship between states and machines has been less linear, marked
by the famous two ‘winters’ of AI, in the 1960s and the late 1980s (House of Lords, 2018). Since
2017, state investment seems more massive. Around 50 states have developed strategic or normative
documents relating to AI or ‘digital’ government (Schiff et al., 2020). Among these, around thirty have
established a national strategy (Merz, 2019). In 2018, the British government released an AI Sector Deal
(UK Government, 2018). In 2019, after having followed a liberal approach for a long time, leaving the
role of innovation to the market, the American government launched its AI initiative, asking national
agencies outside the defence sector to invest in AI to support the public demand (US Government, 2019).
A dozen strategies encourage the development of AI projects in public institutions. Some countries
do not have a specific AI strategy but have integrated it into global policies to transform society
through technology, such as Japan (Government of Japan, 2015). Most international or transnational
organisations like the World Economic Forum also produce recommendations for states to support the
industrial development of AI (World Economic Forum, 2019). Other international actors, such as the
European Space Agency, invest heavily in AI.15
Some AI strategies are fuelled by substantial funding, more than USD 1 billion, in South Korea, France,
Taiwan and the United Kingdom (Dutton et al., 2018). Some countries have created specific entities for
AI. For example, the UK has its National Office for Artificial Intelligence (UK Government, n.d.); Niger
launched a National Agency for the Information Society whose director has the rank of a minister;16
France has a public data service, managed by a specific public body, Etalab.17
The national strategies are threefold: encouraging the emergence of an industrial sector for the use of
AI by the private sector and public administrations; strengthening research capacities; and launching
partnerships with the private sector (OECD, 2019). Among government initiatives, the idea of pooling
state data led to creating governmental data trusts in India (NITI, 2018).
The origin of these initiatives is politically driven by the wish to generate a more ‘open’ government,
sharing with citizens its results through indicators and data sets (House of Lords 2018, pp. 36–37; Jetzek
et al., 2019). However, the idea of citizen participation in public life, through data, must be understood
with caution: it is not ‘ordinary’ citizens who will be able to mobilise public data, but rather analysts
(Dawes et al., 2016).
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If the initial objective of political transparency is still valid, states recently recognised that data has
become a national asset, in particular public services’ data (US Government, 2020). States are
encouraging the rise of the data-driven economy, in particular with the use of public services’ data for
industrial innovation (UK Government, n.d.).
AI and data have thus become a very strategic domain. They are ‘dual-use goods’ for states: a means
of strengthening their governance capacity and a new dimension of the economy which they must
support, in a global race for innovation, given the remaining uncertain profitability of this sector for
many companies. States need also a robust and diversified AI and data industrial sector in order not to
face a situation of a global economy dominated by a reduced number of transnational actors with data
collection and analysis capacities that exceed that of states.18

2.3. Some customs applications
Security and fraud detection are the most used applications of data technologies in Customs, since
the technologies had already been developed for the intelligence services, police and the military. The
introduction to this paper has referred to research articles on the use of ML for fraud detection, but few
are deployed operationally, and few administrations currently share their results.
Customs in Hong Kong, China, the Netherlands, Japan and Brazil recently reported to the WCO
(2019) how they use data and AI for fraud detection. During the WCO workshops on data analytics
and geospatial data, France, the United Kingdom, New Zealand, and South Korea also shared their
experiences in the areas of fraud detection and risk analysis. The European border agency, Frontex, uses
a geographic information system to manage the external borders of the European Union (EU), which
fuses data from different sensors and sources (ships, individuals, other databases) (Malinowski, 2019).
The EU has also launched the EU IBorderCtrl project, tested in three countries, to detect illegal migrants
at border controls using facial expressions (EU, 2020).
Some areas are still under-explored, such as the use of AI to help taxpayers to be compliant: in Australia,
a chatbot answers questions19 of customers; and the same type of tool is deployed in the United Kingdom
(UK Government, 2017).
The provision of customs open data varies greatly from one country to another: from a simple list of
seaports in one country, to transaction-level data on penalties by Canada. Most customs administrations
do not publish transaction-level data but rather aggregate data or public information in an electronically
reusable format. While this information was already made public, the novelty is its availability in a
single point.20 It may look like a small step, but one should not underestimate both the difficulty for the
administration to concentrate its data in one web portal, and the ease of access to information that this
system brings to users and researchers.
There are cooperation initiatives between Customs and researchers that are largely based on the sharing
of transaction-level data. In 2011, the United Kingdom customs launched a datalab to make its data
accessible to researchers.21 The data is ‘de-identified’: each importer and exporter is assigned a specific
identifier.
Too few administrations use their data to analyse, or to simulate fiscal policies or antifraud strategies.
The United States tax administration recently launched a call for expressions of interest to simulate
large-scale tax policies, based on the simulation of citizens’ lives, taking the reference of the video
game ‘Sims City’.22 Wier (2020) worked with South African customs transaction data to identify the
tax impact of fraud and its links to tax policies. Niger customs use transaction-level data to measure the
fiscal and economic impact of customs measures before proposing them in the finance law. This type of
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simulation also strengthens the capacity of Customs to defend their proposals during discussions with
their governments or partners like the International Monetary Fund and the World Bank, who are large
consumers of data.
There remains a need to promote a wider use of customs data at a global level (Okazaki, 2018; Polner,
2018). No administration has yet appeared as data-driven or developed a comprehensive data policy.
Two obstacles are common to all administrations.
The first is scalability, moving from a ‘pilot’ project on algorithms developed in a lab, to integrating the
algorithms into an existing customs architecture. This industrialisation of research outcomes is often
complex and must take into account many parameters, one of them being the existing customs IT system.
In rich countries, there is a gap between the technologies underlying existing customs IT systems and the
technologies used in data science for less than a decade.
The second obstacle is profitability, in particular for administrations responsible for generating public
revenues. In the light of the sometimes boundless enthusiasm for AI and Big Data, we are all tempted
to question the reality of high-tech projects. Are they profitable? Should we get into Big Data by
crossing customs data with data available on the internet? The answer is positive for certain uses such
as finding the value of goods through e-commerce sites. For offences involving prohibited or restricted
products, real traffickers mostly do not openly stage themselves on social networks. Deploying AI to
catch a passenger returning from a trip with more cigarettes than the maximum allowed is certainly not
profitable. In addition, as a customs official recognised, before deploying AI to open data, customs data
itself should already be fully mastered.
National AI and data strategies are broad, they are evidence that states are aware of the value of data.
Their implementation in Customs, beyond the pilot projects, remains to be seen. There is, however, an
emergency. The ‘adversaries’ of Customs may also use AI. A ‘legal tech’ is already being developed to
help taxpayers in their litigation procedures: AI assists in predicting a probable outcome of the litigation;
‘e-discovery’ is used to automatically read large quantities of documents and select the most relevant
ones (Deloitte, 2018; Engstrom & Gelbach, 2020; Kluttz & Mulligan, 2019). There is no technical
obstacle that prevents an importer from using customs data—if he illegally purchases it from a customs
IT department—or his own operational data, to ‘optimise’ the gain of a fraud given the way he completes
his declaration.
Given the enthusiasm around the use of data, the possibilities offered by AI, and massive investments
that are underway or planned by governments, Customs will ‘do’ governance-by-data. The uncertainty
related to the best conditions under which they will be involved in this evolution. These conditions,
technical and political, are discussed in the next two sections.

3. Bias, interpretability: technical challenges common to law
enforcement agencies
As in any evolution, technologies raise questions about their integration into existing practices. Some of
these questions are technical and well known: bias and interpretation of algorithm results. This section
contextualises them in the customs environment, before proposing some research paths to overcome
them.

3.1 Bias
Both technical and ethics literature are rich in studies on bias in algorithms (Dobbe et al., 2018), the
amplification of biases (Lum & Isaac, 2016), and the near impossibility of preventing bias in the
construction of some algorithms (Mittelstadt et al., 2016). It is the famous ‘garbage in, garbage out’ in
statistics (Geiger et al., 2020) that is amplified by ML, or the ‘dirty data’ in the police, designating racist
8
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or ethnic biases (Richardson et al. 2019a), or the pressure of performance indicators which incentivise
supervisors to over-report or omit certain data.
In Customs, a cause of bias can be data that is poorly collected (a lack of difference between ‘origin’ and
‘provenance’ for example, or between the importer and the final owner, which will make some origins
or importers invisible in the dataset) or data that is incomplete (information on the point of entry into the
territory is not available for all offices and the state capital is mentioned instead of a concrete border post
or a geographical location). Another example is that corruption can bias the data: certain fraudsters or
kinds of fraud may never appear as such in data that is used to train the machine, or wrong values may
be regularly accepted by Customs and will therefore be considered as regular by the machine.
The machine is neither racist nor corrupt, that is a definite but non-sufficient advantage. It is difficult
if not impossible to separate ‘good’ data from biased data (Richardson et al., 2019b). Conversely, it is
impossible to postulate an absence of bias. This is the ‘there is no free lunch’ theorem: you need prior
knowledge that makes the learning conclusions relevant or not (Shalev-Shwartz & Ben-David, 2014).
If bias is unavoidable, it is not a fatality. For instance, predictive policing software includes ‘forgetting’
past data to regularly renew the samples (Shapiro, 2019). It may also add an element of uncertainty via
randomisation, and by producing only one indication, ‘a place is at risk’ (without specifying either the
degree of risk or if this risk is attributed by the randomisation process). By doing so, predictive policing
software gives some room for action and initiative to police patrols and includes reporting tools to
analyse police tactics in the field, their over-control of certain populations and their effectiveness. It is
close to the logic of ‘performance contracts’ tested in Customs against corruption that only control the
use of their discretionary powers by customs officers through transaction-level data analysis (Cantens
et al., 2014).

3.2 Interpretability
To better understand the challenges of interpretability in Customs, here is a simple example. To predict
whether a customs declaration is at risk, the traditional techniques were based on econometrics: we
hypothesised on fraud factors, evaluated their importance within an econometric model, and calculated
the risk associated with each new declaration. This approach was based on the modelling of the fraud
factors that we considered fair and mathematically tested and verified. Today, these techniques are
still used, but others have emerged, such as deep learning and neural networks, which can predict the
probability of fraud of a declaration. However, with these new techniques, we are not always able to
know how the machine comes to the result. The designers of the algorithm could explain its mechanisms,
but they themselves could not reconstruct the ‘intellectual’ thread that led the machine to the result.
They wouldn’t be able to do so because ... there’s no more thread. This type of technique is used by the
European experimental system iBorderCtrl, which processes facial movements to detect impostors at
borders (Crockett et al., 2018).
The interpretability of an algorithm is a parameter that sometimes comes into play when, from a range of
algorithms, we have to choose the one that seems most appropriate. This is why decision trees are often
adopted in Customs. As a reminder, the use of decision trees is a learning technique that optimises the
combination of customs declaration fields to calculate risks of fraud. At each level of the tree, we check
that the declaration meets a criterion and we thus go to the final ‘leaves’, which give us the probability of
fraud. These algorithms therefore return us a readable result, as a combination of declaration fields and
values, which we can simply translate into computer rules in the customs clearance system.
The way in which an algorithm achieves a result is not just a theoretical or technical question, it is also
legal one. According to the European Union regulation 2016/679,23 people must have access to the logic
behind the automated processing, the data provided must be ‘readable’, which prohibits proprietary
formats, and automated processing alone cannot form the basis of a decision. Profiling for tax purposes is
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excluded from these constraints, but in all cases it will be necessary either to explain the basis on which
the decision of the machine was made, or to advance arguments that are not drawn from the results of
the machine.
Wachter et al. (2018) have shown the limits to the right of explanation in European Union regulations: it
is limited to some cases, and the explanations may be too light or obscure. To justify that bias does not
influence decisions, a solution advanced by Watcher et al. (2018) is to produce counterfactuals: render
the decision for the existing situation A, but also provide a different decision that would have been made
in a hypothetical situation B so that the user understands how the decision was made.
Finally, we should not over-interpret the machine’s outcome: the machine does not predict customs
fraud any more than it predicts crime for police. Predictive police software only predicts the crimes’
possible locations (Ensign et al., 2017). Similarly, at Customs, it is by a semantic shift that we say that it
predicts fraud. The machine is not trained on fraudulent declarations, it is trained on detected fraudulent
declarations.

3.3 Inability to assess the extent of errors
In addition to the opacity of the algorithms, the machine is unable to evaluate its errors other than
quantitatively.
One can imagine two algorithms for customs targeting. The first one detects commercial fraud with a
better probability than the second one, but the false negatives (fraudulent declarations but not selected
by the algorithm) of the first one are essentially illegal imports of weapons, while the false negatives of
the second one are more diverse. Which algorithm to choose? Probably the second one even if it makes
more mistakes, as they are less serious than those of the first one.
Any probability leads to a margin of error, but the algorithms remain incapable of anticipating the
severity of the consequences of their errors.
This raises legal questions about human responsibility (Elish, 2019): who is responsible when the
machine makes a mistake? How to estimate the degree of responsibility when the human in contact
with the machine has only minimal control over it, and sometimes little knowledge of its functioning?
These questions have crucial consequences in countries that severely punish corruption or loss of public
revenue due to bad practices or officials’ errors. In these countries, customs officials are already reluctant
to rely on risk analysis systems because they fear being punished if undetected fraud leads to tax losses.
The use of machines to fight fraud will lead to changes in the law regarding human responsibility.

3.4 Problem of the ML methodology applied in Customs
ML is probably the most modest and pragmatic approach to AI: it does not seek to imitate human
intelligence or build a so-called ‘strong’ artificial intelligence. We must dwell a little on the methodological
aspects. What do we do when we try to prove that the ML algorithm is good? Very broadly presented,
a sample of declarations is split in two. All these are processed declarations, so we humans know
which ones are fraudulent and which are not. With the first part of the sample, we train the machine
to ‘understand’ what fraud is. With the second part, we test our trained machine to detect fraud. The
result of the test is that we have four categories of declarations: ‘true positives’ (‘true negatives’) being
fraudulent (non-fraudulent) declarations found as such by the machine, ‘false positives’, being nonfraudulent declarations considered as fraudulent by the machine, and ‘false negatives’ being fraudulent
declarations considered as non-fraudulent by the machine. The algorithm is considered as ‘good’ if it
detects a high rate of fraudulent declarations while directing in circuit control less declarations than
the human.
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It is necessary, here, to take note of customs specificity. In police, an offence can be declared and
documented by victims, and not as a follow-up of a police intervention. Data on offences is therefore
closer to the reality, while in Customs, there is no more data on fraud than the fraud discovered by
customs officials (on the spot and a posteriori).
This raises a methodological problem, particularly related to convincing customs officials to use ML. In
police, the outcomes of an algorithm ‘predicting’ offences can be compared to the police action, and it
can be shown that the algorithm is performing ‘better’ than the police. This is not the case with current
customs methods: the machines will only detect ‘almost as much’ fraud as customs officials because
the detection method is based on discovered cases by customs officials. This problem is linked to the
validation methods used for algorithms and has policy effects: how to convince customs officers to use
a machine that detects less than them?
As in other domains, customs officials will be more capable than machines to face unpredictable
situations. However, in Customs, it is, for now, the addition of two assertions— detecting almost as
much and, above all, controlling less—that makes sense. This ‘control less’ corresponds well to the
political doctrine of trade facilitation and the reduction of controls, but it will always come up against the
ethos of the customs officer who wants to find more fraud and not find almost as much.

3.5 Some technical research paths
New experimental plans, particularly in ML, could improve the efficiency of the machine and its adoption
by customs officials. These plans could carry out fully automated control periods versus completely
non-automated periods, at random, a sort of randomly controlled trial. One can also imagine setting up
an experimental plan on the ex post controls, on a sample of declarations which would all have been
checked beforehand.
The algorithms themselves could offer experimental testing techniques: one must be able to test a control
or patrol strategy against another or the current one. The machine should be able to help us predict the
effects of an anti-fraud strategy before it is implemented. The aim is to relax the automaticity of the
machine and recreate the conditions of choice for the officials.
We can also add a bit of chance. Randomisation is an important technique described in the police
environment to make repressive actions less predictable by fraudsters and reduce bias (Shapiro,
2019). From a technical point of view, the interest of adding some randomisation in risk profiling is
also to increase our knowledge of fraud. This echoes the customs officer’s flair. However, the problem
becomes technical again. What do we define as ‘flair’, how can the machine reach it? The introduction
of randomisation is a human decision and its amount should comply with a criterion of acceptability
of control, a maximum inspection rate for example, rather than follow a scientific, calculated criterion
of optimisation. How could the machine decide in what proportion it increases its rate of randomised
controls, which would be a quantitatively blind decision? How to program the machine for a choice
between a blind chance and quantification of the error, which goes against its raison d’être?
Solving the previous technical questions—bias, interpretability, the ability to assess the impact of an
error, the way to evaluate an algorithm—will increase our trust in machines. However, this technical
trust is not the most complex to achieve. Customs administrations should also address more policyoriented questions.
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4. What is the place for Customs in the new data ecosystems?
Customs is a part of ‘data ecosystems’24 comprising citizens, who are both subjects of law and more
or less voluntary producers of data about themselves, administrations, and transnational companies
that have the capacity to collect data that is comparable to that of the states. The place of customs
administrations in such ecosystems depends on the way they address three questions specific to law
enforcement agencies and adapt them to the context of tax and trade governance: (i) the ethical dilemma
between control and ‘privacy’, or ‘commercial secrecy’ in the case of Customs; (ii) the value given
to the equality before the tax law, which is specific to customs and tax administrations; and (iii) the
consolidation of public administrations’ position in environments based on innovation.

4.1 Surveillance and ethics
Within these ecosystems, state surveillance through algorithms is a growing concern for citizens
(Crawford et al., 2019; Burrell, 2016; Lyon, 2014). Law enforcement and intelligence services are on
the front line, but Customs are also concerned, for example through the Advance Passenger Information/
Passenger Name Record rules or the monitoring of social networks and online commercial websites. Part
of the distrust comes from the fact that civil administrations often transplant tools initially developed
in the military or intelligence domains (Brayne, 2017; see for instance Palantir products). This is the
case with intelligence data collection and fusion tools,25 but also with the ongoing ‘democratisation’ of
geospatial analysis and satellite imagery.
Data technologies are therefore not that ‘disruptive’. They are a part of the continuous increase of the
asymmetry of force and power between states and citizens, which has existed since the birth of states and
the development of weapons and policing techniques.
However, three facts are new, transforming this simple asymmetry between states and citizens into
ecosystems where relationships are more interdependent.
On the one hand, private companies are building surveillance capacities equivalent to those of states.
Transnational companies follow the same logic as the intelligence services: to collect as much data as
possible on their customers, without necessarily knowing a priori the specific objectives for which the data
will be used. In addition to storing data on individual consumption, publicly expressed opinions, contact
networks and movements, some of these companies also offer data hosting, calculation capacities and
professional application services in the ‘cloud’. They are building surveillance platforms for economic
purposes (Zuboff, 2015; Manohka, 2018), with the paradox that they are ultimately less controlled than
the administrations themselves (Loo, 2019).
On the other hand, the fuel for surveillance—data—is produced by the people themselves. The concept
of an ecosystem is relevant: to exercise their control, administrations will increasingly depend on data
voluntarily produced by the citizens themselves.
Finally, states do not directly ask citizens to further cooperate in providing information. There is a
growing integration of private and public data systems for security and surveillance purposes. There are,
for example, private camera systems with facial recognition sold by large companies and offered to be
connected to police departments (Haselton, 2019). In addition, public institutions collect individual data
posted by social media companies,26 and companies are increasingly encouraged to collect and share
data with the state (Elkin-Koren & Gal, 2019).
Customs may be very tempted to develop ‘soft’ control: an extensive use of data, including that stored by
companies, to impose less heavy control on those who are controlled, but at the expense of more secrecy,
more intermediaries in the chain of control, and less control of the controllers.
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In addition, we should already consider the medium-term consequences of a systemic data sharing
between public institutions and private companies. It might cause growing mistrust on the part of users
who could refuse to provide their data, or even worse, provide fake data.27 As the exchange of data
between government and businesses grows, citizens’ trust is likely to decrease, the quality of the data
may deteriorate, and the data collected by the private sector may become irrelevant for all actors for
surveillance purposes, but also for innovation, which is another use of data by the private sector (ElkinKoren & Gal, 2019).
Ethical issues related to AI are very present in the mainstream media, but, in AI conferences, ethics
represents ultimately a very small share of the communications (Crawford et al., 2019, from p. 45).
Within national strategy documents, ethical issues often feature prominently, which does not mean that
concrete decisions are taken at the level of the administrations. These ethical issues are barely discussed
in customs administrations, which stick to existing general legal limits but do not set up specific bodies
to control and envision the ethical consequences of the use of data technologies.
In the absence of a joint effort on ethics, the risk is twofold at the global level. First, the extensive
use of data by Customs may generate new legal obstacles to exchange information between customs
administrations. Second, there may be a proliferation of national principles and standards, which would
allow private companies to adopt market strategies, choosing the countries where the rules are not an
obstacle to their uses of AI and data (Floridi & Cowls, 2019). Customs and tax administrations are
already aware of this shopping strategy with tax regulations.

4.2 The value of equality before the tax law
What is in balance with surveillance is the security of citizens, following a disputed and widespread
rationale according to which ‘more security implies more surveillance and more data’. One point is
rarely put forward: the balance between surveillance and equality, especially equality before the tax law.
For example, in technical terms, this would mean ensuring that the machine does not deploy a
discriminatory control strategy: the machine may assess that it is more profitable to systematise control
over small importers than large ones, because the former are subject to more errors giving rise to minor
sanctions. However, when detected in large numbers, these minor sanctions would generate more
extra-revenue than the litigations on large importers whereby outcomes are more uncertain because
investigations are more complex.
When the 2020 finance law authorised the French customs and tax administrations to automatically collect
data on social networks, the body responsible for ensuring compliance with the French Constitution
recognised that it was a violation of the right to privacy but that equality before the tax law was also
a cardinal value of society and that, provided certain technical safeguards were in place, the equality
before the tax law should prevail.
Citizen security is a state function, associated with a monopoly on violence, but taxation is another state
monopoly and it is based on equality of citizens before tax. Although the balance between surveillance
and security can be assessed at the individual level—‘to what extent am I ready to be monitored more to
be more secure?’—the balance between surveillance and taxation is more complex, for it is based on a
collective assessment, as the tax is above all a relationship between the individual and society.
Customs should therefore not line up behind the police in the surveillance and security debate. Customs
and tax administrations are bringing new fundamental questions: the balance between privacy and tax
equality at the time when individual assets are extremely complex to assess by administrations (Cantens,
2018).
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4.3 Customs responses for an innovative place in the new ecosystems
The first response is to share customs data with the outside world. It is more legitimate for states to
request and collect data when they also release data themselves. The HMRC (Her Majesty’s Revenue
& Customs) ‘lab’ thus offers researchers an opportunity to access individual and transaction-level data
under strict security conditions (de-identified data, secure room, no internet connection, checks of data
extractions) (Almunia et al., 2019). Another option is to generate a sample of importers/exporters that
is statistically representative of the population of economic actors and build a shareable and annually
updated dataset (Burdick et al., 2019). Customs data, at the transaction level, has a very important value
for commercial interests and economic policies.
Transaction-level data is important at the local level too. At the border, Customs can become a ‘data hub’
for all stakeholders since Customs centralise the data of logistics actors, brokers, importers and exporters.
The administration can also play the role of an objective ‘evaluator’, quantifying the dysfunctions caused
by all actors including Customs.
A second response is the connection to the community of programmers. Several American administrations
have put their algorithms online, free of charge, notably in relation to passenger control. In December
2017, the US Department of Homeland Security offered financial prizes in the Passenger Screening
Algorithm Challenge to improve the accuracy of algorithms that detect threats at the airports (Kaggle,
2017). Datasets have been made available to programmers for this challenge. In 2019, another challenge
was launched to detect an actual exporter in customs documents (Burdick et al., 2019). Finally, in
2020, the WCO research unit, in cooperation with Korean academics, shared a risk analysis algorithm
with the data science community (Sundong et al., in press). This transparency sometimes leads to codevelopment of governance. In the case of a health administration, an American citizen demonstrated
that the administration’s chosen algorithm was less efficient than his own.
The third response is the use and promotion of open source software. Open source software does not
necessarily cost less when it comes to scaling up an algorithm in the IT customs system. The advantage
is communicability. By adopting free tools of contemporary data science, Customs become part of global
user communities, benefitting from solutions and scientific updates, and are not locked into proprietary
systems. In addition to the possibility of exchanging more simply between customs administrations, the
use of open source software fosters trust in general and increases the possibility for an administration
to communicate details of its tools, including during litigations. As national key players in the fields
of taxation, trade and security, Customs can play a leading role by pushing governments to adopt data
science open source software as an administrative standard.
The fourth response is a human resources policy, which increases data literacy in general and dedicates
resources to the training of customs officers. The worst-case scenario would be high-tech companies
selling products to administrations with no technological culture that are only concerned with the
perfection of enforcing the law. The increasing use of algorithms in the police and justice systems has
resulted in a fear of deskilling among police, prosecutors and judges (Brayne & Christin, 2020).
The United Kingdom has created a campus managed by the Office of National Statistics and universities,
proposing curricula in data science and public administration applications.28 Distance learning courses
are open to civil servants, thus forging a common culture. These courses are also open to the public,
which is an opportunity for administrations to recruit graduates who will have been trained on public
administration issues. South Korean Customs has implemented a long, joint training course for customs
officials on data science tools, led by academics. These two initiatives among others are a part of the
philosophy of data: what matters initially is not so much the mastery of a computer language or statistical
technique, but the ‘domain knowledge’, the familiarity with the data. In all customs administrations,
there are computer specialists, engineers, statisticians, investigators, front-line inspectors who gradually
acquire ‘practical knowledge’, an empirical and intuitive intimacy with the data on which they work
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daily. One has to be able to ‘walk’ through the data as one would walk in a landscape and look for order,
trends, and anomalies. It is a common saying that eighty per cent of the time of the data analysis cycle
is spent preparing and cleaning the data, but this is not wasted time, it is the time needed to be put into
the data.
Training is not sufficient; the administrations must retain talented staff. The situation is similar to that
which we experienced more than 20 years ago during the advent of the internet. It was difficult to recruit
specialists in new communication technologies. Some customs administrations overcame this difficulty
by offering a meaningful working environment for young graduates, in particular by offering them good
infrastructure and complex technical challenges. For many data scientists, it will be motivating to work
on issues related to the protection of society.

5. Conclusion and some policy recommendations
The incredible ambition of Big Data is the idea that we could make a decision based on a perfect argument,
because we would have all the data relating to the problem. However, when achieving this stage of
perfection, we must delegate the freedom to work on this data to machines. These new paradigms of
science and governance generate new ‘data ecosystems’. Regardless of the terminology, technological
developments have resulted in an increasingly close interweaving among states, citizens, and companies
handling data on a global scale.
Today, the most advanced customs administrations have deployed techniques based on data analytics;
nevertheless, none embraces, either strategically or technically, a wide range of the possibilities offered
by data and data science. In addition, most customs administrations will find it difficult to explore alone
expensive technologies that may not provide immediate results. This conclusion outlines some ideas that
the rapid evolution of the data ecosystems should not make obsolete in the short term:
1. keeping a wide scope. More areas than only fraud deserve exploration and projects: revenue
forecasting, border security based on geodata, optimisation of patrols in the field, topology of
customs units according to trade routes, economic projections, performance measurement including
fight against corruption;
2. working together at the global level to make data technology contribute to the strengthening of
the customs community. Some projects could animate the community: produce common standard
datasets to be used to assess the performance of algorithms, share algorithms and models to promote
peer review among customs experts;
3. developing know-how on exploratory data analysis. Too many experts are immediately curious to
apply ‘models’, while it is not the philosophy of the new data-centric approaches. Data comes first, it
is necessary to develop, among specialists, the taste and the capacity to ‘walk in the data’; and
4. favouring free tools of data science and their appropriation for customs purposes. Proprietary
software or commercial off-the-shelf software are designed at a given time and are state-of-the-art
regarding the problems the administration wants to treat. Their format and functions force analysts to
adopt particular thinking patterns. A maximum of freedom and flexibility should be given to analysts
to create their own toolbox. With this in mind, some basic open software and languages are better
than commercial software.
Looking back over the past years, we can be optimistic. When the WCO put mathematics on the
PICARD conference agenda in 2015, to say that the participants expressed little enthusiasm would be an
understatement. Five years later, in 2020, the Secretariat has launched a cloud computing platform with
BACUDA, paving the way to explore the possibilities offered by data while maintaining an experimental
approach. By developing its data literacy, the customs community brings new questions to the public
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debate, such as the equality before the tax law, and supports innovative approaches to elaborate and
assess public policies in fiscal and trade governance.
We do not need to dream of algorithms; they are already here. New ‘autumns’ for AI may come to be, but
new winters are unlikely, particularly for data, since we cannot help producing data. The final words are,
therefore, for those who still mistrust the emergence of governance-by-data. In societies where machines
are de facto more involved in public administration, data may be our best collective safeguard. Machines
are no more than fuelled by the data we all produce, be it administrations’, companies’ or individuals’
data. The same data can be mobilised to combat political arbitrariness and inequalities. As we all produce
data, isn’t governing by data an opportunity to forge more transparent and collective policymaking,
taking into account all data, therefore everyone’s data?
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Notes
1

This article is based on the keynote speech at the WCO PICARD Conference held in Skopje, North Macedonia on 22–24
October 2019, delivered by the Secretary General of the WCO. The authors thank Ricardo Treviño, Yeon-Soo Choi, Shingo
Matsuda, Rachel McGauran, Michelle Medina, Hans Pieters and Mariya Polner for their helpful comments.

2

Addressing the distinctions among all these technologies is out of the scope of this paper, which relies on a simple
distinction between, on the one hand, data—that are increasingly produced and made available—and on the other hand,
machines that treat them.

3

The massive use of data paves the way to ‘personalised law’, the possibility to adapt the law to each individual given their
records (Devins et al., 2017). For example, in the US, around 200 risk analysis tools are used in justice procedures to support
decision-making (Peeters et al., 2018).

4

For instance, Niger customs that have scarce resources to control a vast territory has deployed an IT network in more than
90 per cent of the customs units.

5

See WCO (2020), introductory page.

6

Didimo et al. (2002) and the Mexican tax revenue agency experimented with ML to guide its control strategy; it estimated
that AI provided comparable outcomes in three months than manual work in 18 months, Towards an AI strategy in Mexico
(Oxford Insights, p. 21).

7

World Bank (2018); see also ‘smart villages’ in Niger (ITU News, 2019) and the development of rural exchanges in India
(NITI Aayog, 2018).

8

Up until recently, there was the famous Moore’s law on the computer’s capacities doubling every two years. Now that this
increase has slowed down, this relative stagnation is considered as an opportunity to develop new technologies that will
provide even more celerity than before (Moore 1965, 1975; Waldrop 2016).

9

https://res.cloudinary.com/yumyoshojin/image/upload/v1/pdf/future-data-2019.pdf and https://res.cloudinary.com/
yumyoshojin/image/upload/v1/pdf/cloud-business-2020.pdf

10 Public open data is data collected or generated by public administrations and released publicly, either to restricted third
parties like researchers or to the public domain.
11 https://www.data.gov/
12 http://etalab.gouv.fr. Etalab is managing the development of the governance-by-data in France, fueling and managing
different websites as a warehouse for open data, a repository of open source software, shared code, and a series of use cases.
Twenty-one projects were launched after a call for projects for administrations.
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International Network of Customs Universities
13 https://www.openfiscaldata.go.kr (which is only a small part of all Korean open data websites).
14 See for instance https://sill.etalab.gouv.fr/fr/software, in France, and the US National Geospatial Agency initiative https://
home.gs.mil/developer
15 See OECD for a selection of national and international initiatives http://www.oecd.org/going-digital/ai/initiativesworldwide/
16 http://www.ansi.ne//motdg
17 https://www.etalab.gouv.fr/
18 The Cambridge Analytica case unveiled the possibility to use personal data for political purposes by private companies,
as well as the fact that these companies were conducting such operations worldwide before the scandal (Cadwalladr &
Graham-Harrison, 2018; Wylie, 2019). In a last case opposing European Union and Google, the company was fined for
having ‘imposed restrictions on […] manufacturers and mobile network operators to cement its dominant position in general
internet search’ (European Commission, 2018).
19 Australian Government, Vision 2025. https://www.dta.gov.au/digital-transformation-strategy
20 See for instance https://www.douane.gouv.fr/la-douane/opendata
21 https://www.gov.uk/guidance/imports-and-exports-datasets
22 https://beta.sam.gov/ The US IRS put data as one of their six strategic objectives for 2018–2022. Between 2007 and 2017,
the number of IRS users has been multiplied by 23, and the amount of data by 100. https://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-pdf/p3744.
pdf
23 Regulation (EU) 2016/679 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 27 April 2016 on the protection of natural
persons with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement of such data.
24 The ‘data ecosystems’ terms are often used in literature to define the relationships between states, citizens, and businesses
to circulate and use data. Data ecosystems are supposed to foster peoples’ participation in public affairs (Zuiderwijk et al.
2014).
25 See the example of ‘smart walls’, https://www.wired.com/story/palmer-luckey-anduril-border-wall/
26 For instance, French customs and Internal Tax administration have been allowed by the 2020 law of finance to experiment
with data collection on social networks for 3 years (2020 law of finance, article 154).
27 Civil disobedience regarding data provision is easy to imagine. Some companies prefer that their employees declare that
they want to withdraw from some projects related to police, migration or intelligence services, rather than having to face
whistleblowers later on (MacMillan & Dwoskin, 2019).
28 https://datasciencecampus.ons.gov.uk/
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